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You must have JavaScript enabled in your browser to utilize the functionality of this website. A
friend recommended the Garrett AT Pro. Use deep seeking metal detectors to locate privy pits and
antique bottles What is a metal detector pinpointer. Scuba Diving with a Metal Detector Treasure
You Can Find in up to Six Feet of Water How Can You Enjoy Metal Detecting on Your Next Vacation.
Life’s a Beach Just Bring your Metal Detector. Locating Ancient Coins with a Metal Detector Lost
Jewelry is Frequently Found with a Metal Detector Tips for Finding Coins in your own Neighborhood
Deep Seeking 2 Box What are the Best Two Box and Deep Metal Detectors. What are the Best
Digging Trowels and Shovels for Metal Detecting. What are the best beach sand scoops for metal
detecting. Digging Etiquette and the Best Tools for Target Retrieval What is a metal detector
pinpointer. GeoCaching Metal Detectors are Useful in Geocaching Over 1 Million Geocaches are
Hidden Around You Geocaching and Metal Detecting Two Exciting Hobbies Combined Gold
Prospecting What’s The Best Gold Prospecting Metal Detector. Gold Nugget Hunting with a Metal
Detector Hunting for gold the best gold metal detector Getting Started Metal Detecting Locations
Digging Into Research at Your Local Library Uncovering the best sites for locating treasures How To
Select A Metal Detector What is the Best Metal Detector. Choosing A Metal Detector Headphone
Choosing A Metal Detector Search Coil Treasure Hunters Code of Ethics What metal detector
accessories should I start with. What are the Best Beginners Metal Detectors. Which Metal Detector
is Best for You. How to Learn about the Science and the Hobby of Metal Detecting. MustRead Advice
for Every New Metal Detecting Hobbyist Successful Detectorists Share their SECRETS with
Beginners. Is a Bounty Hunter metal detector right for you. Industrial What are the Best Industrial
Metal Detectors. Kids Best Kids Metal Detectors What Are the Best Beginners Metal
Detectors.http://allwinind.com/corghi-artiglio-master-26-manual.xml
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detector instruction manual, bounty hunter gold digger metal detector user manual,
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Relic Hunting What are the Best Metal Detectors for Finding Relics. Understanding and Selecting
Walk Through Security Metal Detectors Preventing Employee Theft in the Workplace Growing Need
for Security Metal Detectors to Protect Schools and Public Places Seniors Why Metal Detecting is
the Perfect Hobby for Seniors What are the Best Metal Detectors for Seniors and Retirees. Wireless
Package Comparison GroundTech Groundtech Discovery SM Smart 3D Ground Scanning Detector
Vs. Flexible Payment Options 100% MoneyBack Guarantee. Totally Secure Shopping. I have enjoyed
working with Michael, Daniel and their team at Detector Electroics Corp. They have done a fine job
representing the Detector Pro line since it was first introduced in 1996. One of the things I see them
do is go the extra mile for their customers. It is always nice to see a family run business endure and
we wish them many years of continued success. We appreciate the partnership from Michael and
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Daniel at MetalDetector.com. As a family owned business, we choose our partners carefully. We
have found that their team has done a fine job of representing our line. With thirty years of success
under their belt, we expect that they will be a partner for many years to come. We at Treasure
Products, manufacturer of the VibraProbe and VibraTector, want to congratulate Daniel and Michael
on the admirable milestone of being in business for over three decades. The dedication and product
knowledge that your staff exhibits has been a great benefit to us. We offer our best wishes for your
continued success. I have found that the team at MetalDetector.com has done a fine of job
representing the entire JW Fishers line. They have partnered with us in helping to bring our
products to both individuals, larger corporate and governmental organizations. Michael and Daniel
have established a knowledgeable team that has done the job of getting the correct product in to the
hands of each consumer.http://conblocmanado.com/pics/corghi-ag52l-manual.xml

I wish them continued success as they represent our products in the years to come. I have been
impressed by the professional approach and the experience of Daniel, Michael and the entire team
at Detector Electronics Corp. Three decades of superior customer care has been the key to their
success and large sales volume. We have enjoyed working with Michael, Daniel and their esteemed
team at Detector Electronics Corp. We feel that they have been the best choice for representing the
good reputation of the Makro Detectors in the region. They have been working towards 100%
customer satisfaction ever since they started their cooperation with us as our exclusive Distributor
in the USA and Canada. We are pleased to see both their business and the sales in their region
continue to grow. It is nice to see both our family business and theirs growing together. We see our
companies moving forward together for many years to come. Garrett has a longstanding quality
relationship with Detector Electronics Corp since the 1980s. I have seen them grow from a regional
dealer to one of the largest internet dealers yet they have maintained that special care for the
customer for over three decades. Their team of knowledgeable, helpful and friendly staff and family
make their dealership a first choice for the treasure hunter. MetalDetector.com has been a valuable
business partner to Fisher Research Labs for many years. They continue to grow while still offering
the best in customer service and after sale support, which is very important to FRL. We wish to
congratulate them on 3 decades of business and stellar service to our mutual customers. Their entire
staffs knowledge of our product helps to ensure the customer gets the right detector for their needs
regardless of what they might be. We look forward to our future relationship and continued success
of MetalDetector.com and their entire staff. I recently had the pleasure of meeting with the team at
MetalDetector.

com at their newly expanded facility in Southborough, MA. I have to say that I was impressed with
their operation and knowledge of the Teknetics product line. When the Teknetics product line was
recently relaunched, MetalDetector.com was one of the first partners we contacted. They have had a
long standing relationship with the brand as one of the original Teknetics dealers in the country. We
value long standing relationships and are excited to have them as a member of our team. Its been an
honor and privilege working with the fine folks at Detector Electronics for over 25 years. Its no
surprise that Sondra and Davids fine sons, Michael and Daniel have continued in their parents
tradition of being exemplary businesspeople who take the time and care enough to really know their
clientele. Its always been a pleasure working with you. DRS Electronics, GmbH is proud to have
Detector Electronics Corp.I have known Michael and Daniel for over a decade. Their team is genuine
and knowledgeable. They provide exceptional support and service to our customers. They are a
recognized leader in the industry. Internationally their business is known for excellent customer
support. Their presence is a great confidence for treasure hunters. MetalDetector.com has been a
great business partner for many years and the best choice for representing Makro Detectors in the
USA. With the addition of Nokta products to their product portfolio in 2018, we are confident that
our businesses will continue to grow together for many years to come. Gary Micheau CEO Whites
Electronics Gary Storm Owner Detectorpro Ingrid Hawk Partner Lesche Products Michael Bernstein
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Owner Treasure Products, Inc. By the end I felt I was dealing with a friend rather than a faceless
company on the net. Well done! And, by the way, my 7 year old son Juanito found a nickel yesterday
when he took his detector out for the first time. If things keep going this way the detector will have
paid for itself within a few short decades.

http://fscl.ru/content/3m-service-vacuum-497-manual

But seriously, he is really enjoying it and hoping to find his longdreamedof buried treasure some
day. Happy to do business with you, Hello Dan, Remember me. I bought my Tesoro Tiger Shark from
you. It came just when you said it would, and works just as you told me it would. Thanks for your
help in sorting through the maze of detectors. Dear Sondra, 1160 GRAM Meteorite. Dont ask where.
One of many! As far as being excited I all most had a stroke. Heres a photo of one Meteorite I found
on the surface, over 800 grams and a 447 gram one. The one in the middle is my first. The bar
magnet has some small Iron meteorites on it. Dear Detector Electronics, I received the Tesoro Sand
Shark today.and want to thank you. Tried it, love it, looking forward to many enjoyable hours with it.
Thanks again. Dear Customer Service, Just wanted to thank all involved in a recent shipment to me
that was a gift for my grandkids. I ordered 2 detectors but for some reason only one was shipped.
After calling your company you bent over backwards to get the second detector to me on time for
giving to my grandchildren. I explained that we exchange gifts a week early so my children and their
families can be in their homes Christmas morning since some travel distances are involved. The
second detector arrived last Friday in time for our celebration last Saturday. THANKYOU. I order
quite a few things online and have experienced some terrible companies but you are the best. Best
regards and have a wonderful Holiday Season Hi Guys, I have just come in after spending an hour or
at my local beach with my son, which is only a 5 minute walk from my home called Deception Bay.
This is the first time i have ever used detector. The very first thing it detected in less than a minute
was a two dollar coin, boy we were so excited. Not by the amount, but by the fact that on its maiden
voyage it detected a coin. We then detected a ten cent piece.

https://www.efg-badoeynhausen.de/images/casio-115-fx-manual.pdf

We cant wait to take it to a popular beach and I will practice more with the settings. I would like to
thank you for your prompt service. My detector arrived at my door In Brisbane Australia in less than
a week. This is the first time I have used any service like this outside of Australia, but with this kind
of service and ease of buying and your range of goods this will be the first of many transactions. I
just wanted to say thank you to Scott who made my recent purchase so pleasent. I am enjoying my
Tesoros and have found lots of cool stuff so far. Just waiting for that first gold find. Thanks agian for
all the help that was provided in making my decision. Hi Scott, I was amazed at how fast I received
my BOUNTY HUNTER. The order arrived in perfect condition, and in only three days after I placed
the on line order. The four part series about selecting the right product was also appreciated and
helped me to make the right decision for my purchase. You are truly a company that takes care of
business and most importantly your customers. It is a pleasure doing business with you and I will
gladly recommend you to anyone that wants to buy a metal detector. Thanks for the GREAT
SERVICE. Dear Customer Service, I am a very happy camper. Yesterday I took my Garrett Ace 250
out for the first time to some local parks. My total find was about 150 coins. The detector works so
well and so easily. It only took me about a half an hour before I new what every button did. PS I plan
on buying my next detector from you. Dear Sondra, I purchased an Ace 250 from your site for my 7
year old son and now I am hooked. This is our first metal detector and the Ace does every thing it
says it will. Thanks for the fast delivery and introducing my son and I to a great new hobby. Coin
shooting in Pensacola, Fl Sondra, I got the detectormy husband was thrilled. Thank you so much.
You and Daniel have been so helpful. I am a first time buyer and am feeling very lucky to have found
your website.
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Daniel helped me to locate a really great detector and you have been extremely courteous and
prompt in seeing my order through. I look forward using my new metal detector. Hope you have a
wonderful holiday season.overall my experience ordering off of your website was convenient and
customer service was great. Thanks again. Dear Metaldetector.com I just want to thank Sondra and
the rest of the gang for my Minelab Explorer SE. It was a pleasure doing business with you and I will
recommend your fine business to my other detecting buddies. Anita S. and Juan G., United Kingdom
Mike T., Rockport, MA John B., San Diego, CA Dana, Mystic, CT Dick H. Steve M. Nick V.,
Churchville, PA Duane B., Springville, NY Bill B. David and Josh Lori G., Bessemer, AL Jason R,
Massachusetts Our NoHaggle, BestPrice Guarantee on Metal Detectors The same low pricing for
everyone. Whether you’re a metaldetecting expert or novice, we keep it simple. We offer the lowest
advertised pricing allowed by contract with each manufacturer. The personalized service you receive
from our experienced team is our added bonus. Thats what we are all about. Rest assured, you will
not find a better value online. Visitor I received the parcel today. Dan Great! It came right to your
home. This is our first metal detector and the Ace does everything it says it will. We Ship Direct To
You Detector Electronics Corp. Michael and Daniel lead the MetalDetector.com team. Each day we
set out to provide you with the best customer experience in the industry. Wherever you are in the
world, product specialist Maria is here to help. Maria speaks fluent English and Spanish. Heather
interfaces between our office and warehouse teams to help expedite orders to our customers around
the world. Moe is not only one of our product specialists; he was also one of our first customers. He
has been metal detecting since 1989. Dave keeps all of the great deals and products that you see on
our website up to date.

When it comes to managing the warehouse to get the orders to our customers quickly and
efficiently, Bob, Matt and Jake are our A team. Tom, Diana and Javier work closely with our
customers to provide the highest level of customer care in the industry. Before shipments are
accepted from vendors, our team closely inspects inbound orders for accuracy. As metal detectors
and accessories are received, our team packages and labels each item. Large shipments arrive from
vendors in bulk. They are stored in our newly constructed bulk goods warehouse. Inventory is
transferred from the bulk goods warehouse to our main warehouse where orders are picked, packed
and shipped to customers. As customer orders arrive in the main warehouse our team hand picks the
items. The items picked are checked for accuracy throughout the process. Michael and Bob confer
on an item as an order is pulled for a customer. Once picked, orders flow down the conveyor on their
way to the packing station. As the order nears the final stages of the process, each order is over
packed and then cushioned with recycled materials. Michael adjusting an early Garrett Metal
Detector in North Carolina at the first treasure hunt we ever displayed our products at back in 1985.
Sondra on the road again helping a customer learn about the hobby at a metal detector show. Daniel
and Sondra, posing for a picture while on a family metal detecting vacation in the Caribbean. Sondra
and Daniel at another one of the hundreds of treasure events that they attended in the early years
across the United States. Michael and Daniel pose for a picture inside the Minelab headquarters in
Adelaide Australia while attending a distributor meeting. Michael and Daniel attend Treasure Week
in Seymour Indiana, one of the largest organized treasure hunts in the country. David, Michael and
Daniel posing after a day of metal detecting at the beach. In the early years Sondra worked tirelessly
and wore many hats.

retentionstudentexperience.com/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-
upload/server/content/files/1626faa9bb842b---bose-awrc-1g-service-manual.pdf

David and Sondra never envisioned that we would ever outgrow this space. Charles Garrett,
Founder Garrett Metal Detectors, Sondra Bernzweig, Founder Detector Electronics Corp., Fred
Brust, Original Founder Bounty Hunter Metal Detectors at FMDAC treasure hunt in Atlantic City,
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NJ. Jim Lewellen, Former President of Fisher Research Labs and Sondra pose for a photo after
speaking at an industry event. Sondra and the gang from Garrett Metal Detectors at a trade show.
Sondra with Doyle Finch, Founder, Finchs Magic tumble clean at their location in Birch Run,
Michigan. Sondra with Gary Storm, Founder of Detector Pro Metal Detectors out promoting his
products at a treasure hunt in 1988. Michael and Daniel touring the Minelab factory in Australia. Is
anyone looking Should we be touching these. Company cofounder, David Bernzweig who will be
sadly missed as he passed away in 2006. A new generation of treasure hunters scavenging for
treasures in a hay stack. It also has a Notch feature which allows you to exclude one undesired
target category. Volume, Discrimination and Sensitivity can be adjusted easily with plus and minus
key pad buttons. This is a turnonandgo detector, easy and fun to use.Please, use only the batteries
that are recommended. Take a particular attention to the safety instructions written in the user
guide. Our payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. We don’t share
your credit card details with thirdparty sellers, and we don’t sell your information to others. To hide
it, choose Ship in Amazon packaging at checkout. To hide it, choose Ship in Amazon packaging at
checkout. Used Very GoodPackaging will be damaged.Something we hope youll especially enjoy FBA
items qualify for FREE Shipping and Amazon Prime. Learn more about the program. Please try
again.Please try again.Register a free business account Please try your search again later.

The fully submersible, 8inch Bounty DTech search coil features an interchangeable coil and Ground
Trac, which automatically balances the machine to the soil conditions. The Time Ranger boasts a
large, multifunction LCD readout with touchpad control that displays target ID, depth, sensitivity
level, a ground balance monitor, iron level discrimination, and the battery level. The touchpads keep
all modes of operation accessible while the LCD acts as a constant reference source. The fully
programmable touchpad is relatively intuitive, even for someone whos never used a metal detector
before. The detector features threetone audio discrimination and fourlevel iron discrimination, as
well as Sniff mode, which is a specialized feature that can quickly adjust your detector to eliminate
only one item on the target ID scale or accept only one item on the target ID scale. Sniff mode can
also be used if you find one type of trash item repeatedly in an area; you can reject it while still
detecting all other metals. Other features include manual ground balance which enables users to set
the balance for the mineralization of the soil for flexibility between soil types and extras like the
included Bounty DTech 8inch search coil and 4inch Gold Nugget coil. The Time Ranger has a builtin
speaker and headphone jack and runs off of two 9volt alkaline batteries. Users will also enjoy Bounty
Hunters comprehensive, easytounderstand online tutorial and downloadable manual at
www.detecting.com. Fiveyear limited warranty.The fully submersible, 8inch Bounty DTech search
coil features an interchangeable coil and Ground Trac, which automatically balances the machine to
the soil conditions. Users will also enjoy Bounty Hunters comprehensive, easytounderstand online
tutorial and downloadable manual at www.detecting.com. Fiveyear limited warranty. Ariel Meadow
Stallings Amazon calculates a product’s star ratings based on a machine learned model instead of a
raw data average.

The model takes into account factors including the age of a rating, whether the ratings are from
verified purchasers, and factors that establish reviewer trustworthiness. Please try again later. T.
Adams 4.0 out of 5 stars I thought it was a steal, I still think it is a pretty good deal. It is a fun little
hobby to get into and its something my 11 year old and I enjoy doing together. I feel this is a good
unit for someone wanting to get into the hobby. There are certainly cheaper ones out there and I
know there are those that are much better, but the price was right for me. Some people complain
that this is a little too advanced for a beginner. Yes and no. If you are buying this for an 11 year old
and saying go have fun on your own, then yes. If you are an adult buying this for yourself and know
how to read an operating manual, then no, it is just fine. Is this one a little complicated. I think it is.
But that is why I generally keep the directions with it.or where I know where to find them. I do wish
this whole unit was waterproof as some of the higherend units. Sometimes I cant keep this thing



from finding trash, but hey, that one piece of trash you dont decide to dig up could have been
something cool. I can adjust the unit to avoid picking up the same type of trash, but it is not exactly
inherent in how to do it all the time and it didnt really work when I tried itoh well. I would advise
that you take the batteries out and put them on a shelf if you will not be using this for more than a
month or two. Two 9 volt batteries arent cheap and I havent found enough gold in the ground to just
let batteries go to waste.Found some interesting stuff the very first day we got it. I have a very large
yard so it is going to be a while just to get through that. At first I found just a bunch of little small
stuff like nails and a penny from 1983 and etc. The big find was 3 cutting blades of some sort. 6 feet
long, about 75 pounds each.

All laid end to end, so we used the truck to pull them out from about 6 inches of very hard packed
soil. Did some research and they are most likely veneer cutting blades or wood planer for gigantic
trees or something similar used in a wood mill. Came packaged decent, even though FedEx had to
retape the end. Even got a free 6 inch gold seeking coil. That was cool!I bought this timeranger
when i started. After a few months i moved up to an etrac from minelab. Over a year later my buddy
and i have detected many places and many many many hours detecting. I was impressed with this
detetcor and still am. Ive see this machine find the goods. For a beginner or higher.The lower ace
series.No matter how I adjusted the settings it could not locate an invisible fence 18 gauge copper
wire for pets six inches underground that I needed to locate when digging. It could not even find the
wire when I tried laying a piece right on top of the ground as I did to test it after it couldnt find the
wire in the ground. I tried it in every mode possibly including the easiest basic mode which was all
that was really needed at the time. I was planning on buying a newer advance detector for a while
using it to find stuff under the sand in the beach area across the lake or under the sand at the
bottom of the lake in front of my house as I had with my old basic analog detector. When I knew I
would be digging in the yard in a few days I figured it was about time to buy one. I hope that it was
just a case of this metal detector being a defective unit. Either way I returned it. I would add that the
digital scale jumping from zero to two to four to six etc.A finer graduated digital scale or an analog
needle type gauge would have vastly improved it had the detector worked in the first place. I will
definitely need to do more research before getting another metal detector. At least with Amazons
return policy I will always have a chance to try one or more out to see if it fills my needs.

So far theyve found just old tools and bolts, but they are having so much fun with it. Arrived two
days after it shipped out. Very happy!Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Sorry, we
failed to record your vote. Please try again Found lots of items from coins to gold jewellery. This is
perfect for what I need.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again In order to navigate out
of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading.
We don’t share your credit card details with thirdparty sellers, and we don’t sell your information to
others. Please try again.Please try again.In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your
heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. Register a free business account
Please try your search again later.In the NoMotion mode, metal objects will cause the detector to
sound off when the target is under the search coil. With this technology, motion is not required to
detect a target. The Auto Notch Discrimination is a fully automatic discrimination mode that allows
the operator turnonandhunt discrimination.The fully submersible, 8inch Bounty DTech search coil
features an interchangeable coil and Ground Trac, which automatically balances the machine to the
soil conditions. The Land Star boasts a large, multifunction LCD readout with touchpad control that
displays the probable type and depth of metal being detected. We found the touchpad to be
remarkably intuitive, even for someone whos never used a metal detector before. The detector
features four modes of operation all metal, disc, notch, and auto notch and two systems for metal
detection, NoMotion mode and Auto Notch Discrimination. In NoMotion mode, the detector sounds
when the target is under the search coil. Auto Notch Discrimination mode allows you turnonandhunt
discrimination. The Land Star has a builtin speaker and headphone jack and runs off of two 9volt



alkaline batteries.

Users will also enjoy Bounty Hunters comprehensive, easytounderstand online tutorial and
downloadable manual at www.detecting.com. Fiveyear limited warranty. Ariel Meadow Stallings
Click here to make a request to customer service.Amazon calculates a product’s star ratings based
on a machine learned model instead of a raw data average. The model takes into account factors
including the age of a rating, whether the ratings are from verified purchasers, and factors that
establish reviewer trustworthiness. Please try again later. Amazon Customer 5.0 out of 5 stars It has
an adjustable sensitivity level and its many features are quite impressive. Its light, looks great, and
is just as good as many of the more expensive models on the market. Whether you are a beginner or
someone who has owned other metal detectors, this model will not disappoint you. Bounty hunter
got it right and the price is excellent for what you are getting.The more we looked into it, the more
confused we were. We didnt know what features we needed or what to look for. We didnt want to
spend too much but were afraid to go too low and end up with one that didnt work well. We decided
on this one based on other reviews and price. It came with a video which helped us understand
about the model and how they work in general. Just practicing around the yard he found two colonial
coins. Weve only taken it on one camping trip and found a silver dime, some quarters, pennies, and a
silver Mexican Peso in New Hampshire about 4 inches deep. My husband is getting the hang of it.
The more items you find, the more you understand it. He says that when it says its junk, turns out it
is junk and its been right on with quarters and smaller coins. We are very happy with the unit and
feel we made the right choice. I would have given it one more star but my husband hasnt found any
jewelry yet!Great price!!

ThanksIn order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to
the next or previous heading. These short reference videos are intended to answer some of the most
common questions that we encounter from our customers at Garrett.Here are a few proven remedies
to some of these common symptoms. You can identify iron targets in an AllMetal Mode Increase the
sensitivity on your detector and scan from different directions until the signal becomes more
definite. In the case of multiple targets switch to the AllMetal Mode or press PINPOINT to precisely
locate all targets. NOTE Iron targets may cause Intermittent Signals. You can identify iron targets in
an AllMetal Mode. If you are hunting for coins, ensure you are in the COINS mode. You may also use
the AllMetal mode, which detects all metal targets to ensure desired targets are present. Scan from
different directions until your Target ID Cursor becomes more stable. It’s impossible to predict with
complete certainty how deep a specific detector can be expected to find metal. This is because there
are a variety of factors that affect a detector’s performance. For example, the amount of minerals in
the soil, the type of metal that’s being detected and the quality of the detector itself impact how
deep your detector will hunt. The size and surface area of a target also affects detection. For
example, the larger a metal target, the easier and more deeply it can be detected.Slowly and
methodically sweep your searchcoil from side to side, keeping it one to two inches above the surface.
Overlap each sweep by advancing the searchcoil by about one quarter to one half of its diameter.
Scanning in a straight line helps to keep the searchcoil level and the overlap sweeps uniformly while
reducing the likelihood of lifting the searchcoil after each sweep. Listen for a peak in the audio
sound. Hold the searchcoil one to two inches off the ground and slowly sweep it back and forth in an
X pattern.
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